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PINDAR ON ARCHILOCHUS AND THE GLUTTONY OF BLAME (PYTH. 2.52-6)* 

Abstract: In Pyth. 2.52-5 Pindar describes Archilochus as 'growing fat on dire words of hatred'. This article argues 
that Pindar portrays Archilochus as a glutton in the manner of iambic invective. A glutton is seen as a person who 
grows fat at the expense of others, and so fails in the matter of ~ptig. In this light, Archilochus, the poet of blame, 
stands with Ixion in the poem as a negative paradigm, serving as a foil to Pindar's praise of Hieron. Praise is thus 
placed in a setting that recognizes its opposite: praise is only meaningful when seen in relation to blame. Pindar's 
poetry is not the product of gluttony; it is a return that offers a necessary recognition of excellence. 

kC~t 8 XPEdjV 

(~PA)?tV &XlKOS d6tvbV KaCayopt1V. 
A160V yaXp AKcXa E~)v t& ,t6XX' Ev awxx~xvi~x 

yoy~pbv 'Api(Xogov paphX6yot; i0~Eotv 

sttatv6tptevov -"b thotzeiv 6k obv tabzy T 

7t6tlLo) oocpag u ptotov. 

But I must flee the persistent bite of censure, for standing at a far remove I have seen Archilochus the 
blamer often in straits as he grew fat on dire words of hatred. And possessing wealth that is granted by 
destiny is the best object of wisdom.' 

THE Second Pythian, one of Pindar's darkest poems, has remained a central challenge of Pindaric 
scholarship, and few passages have occasioned more discussion than the lines printed above.2 
Although commentators differ over the interpretation of details, there is broad acceptance of the 
view that Pindar is approaching the praise of Hieron by rejecting the poetry of blame, here exem- 
plified by Archilochus, the poet most closely identified with early 

'iaOxio.3 
What seems to have 

been little remarked, however, is that the description of Archilochus as 1ttatv6; brings us 
into the world of early Greek invective and so of 'iaCL3po itself,4 and I propose to argue in the 
present paper that Pindar is rejecting blame-poetry by using a familiar typology of Greek invec- 

* For comment and advice I am grateful to Professors 
D.E. Gerber, R.D. Griffith, B.C. MacLachlan, A. Suksi 
and the anonymous referees of this journal. 

1 Pind. Pyth. 2.52-6; references to the text of Pindar 
follow the Teubner edition of H. Maehler (Leipzig 
1987/1989). The translation follows W.H. Race's Loeb 
edition (Cambridge, MA 1997), except that I have ren- 
dered 

otitv61evov 
more literally. All translations from 

Pindar in this paper follow Race (albeit with minor mod- 
ifications). 

2 For scholarly discussion of the ode, see D.E. Gerber, 
Lustrum 31 (1989) 226-36. The following will be cited by 
author's name in the present paper: J.M. Bell, 'God, man, 
and animal in Pindar's Second Pythian', in D.E. Gerber 
(ed.), Greek Poetry and Philosophy. Studies in Honour of 
Leonard Woodbury (Chico 1984) 1-31; R.W.B. Burton, 
Pindar s Pythian Odes (Oxford 1962); C. Carey, A 
Commentary on Five Odes of Pindar (New York 1981); 
T.N. Gantz, 'Pindar's Second Pythian: the myth of Ixion', 
Hermes 106 (1978) 14-26; B.L. Gildersleeve, Pindar. 
Olympian and Pythian Odes (New York 1890); G. 
Kirkwood, Selections from Pindar (Chico 1982); L. 
Kurke, The Traffic in Praise (Ithaca, NY 1991); H. 

Lloyd-Jones, 'Modern interpretations of Pindar: the 
Second Pythian and Seventh Nemean Odes', JHS 93 
(1973) 109-37 = Greek Epic, Lyric and Tragedy The 
Academic Papers of Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones (Oxford 1990) 
110-53; A.M. Miller, 'Pindar, Hieron and Archilochus', 
TAPA 111 (1981) 135-43; G.W. Most, The Measures of 
Praise (Hypomnemata 83, Gdttingen 1985); G. Nagy, 
The Best of the Achaeans. Concepts of the Hero in 
Archaic Greek Poetry (Baltimore 1979) 222-42 (esp. 
224-5); D. Steiner, 'Indecorous dining, indecorous 
speech: Pindar's First Olympian and the poetics of con- 
sumption', Arethusa 35 (2002) 297-314. 

3 Miller (n.2) has been the most influential recent 
treatment; cf also Lloyd-Jones (n.2) 121-3 = 129-31, and 
Most (n.2) 89-90. 

4 An important exception is Steiner (n.2), who 
explores the affinities between trangressive behaviour at 
dinner and the language of abuse with particular refer- 
ence to 01. 1; see also N. Wormati, 'Odysseus, ingestive 
rhetoric, and Euripides' Cyclops', Helios (September 
2002) 101-25. Seminal for both of these papers is the dis- 
cussion of Nagy (n.2) 222-42. 
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tive. In this way Archilochus is slyly presented as a victim of his own genre,5 and this treatment 
of Archilochus will be seen to touch on larger thematic concerns of the poem. 

tutaivo~otl 
means literally 'to grow fat', and can be used metaphorically of corruption or 

degeneracy.6 But the literal import of the description of Archilochus readily recalls the use of 
images of obesity and gluttony in early Greek invective.7 It is hardly surprising that such 
imagery occurs with some frequency in a literature in which the communal feast is regularly used 
as a vehicle for the exploration of social mores.8 While obesity is most obviously an aspect of 

-i6 aioXp6v,9 invective directed against such individuals regularly betrays deeper concerns: the 
glutton is someone who grows fat at the expense of others, often by neglecting social obligations. 
In fact, Archilochus makes this clear himself in his invective against Pericles, which has been 
partially preserved by Athenaeus (1.7-8 = Archil. fr. 124 West2).10 We are told that Pericles 
forced his way into symposia uninvited 'in the manner of men from Mykonos' (fr. 124a). 
People from that island seem to have had a reputation for stinginess and greed. So far as Pericles 
is concerned, Archilochus spells out the implications (fr. 124b): 

iroXhbv & 
iivov 

K&l 
XaxiKpqrlov tE0D, 

otte, triCov Ei(TEVEiwxx (- - - X-'-) 

o pi~6 v iCL ii~4 Khe ( - X) TX~;oi 6l pio; 

&XX6 cEwo yxaoilp v6ov C ical (pp~vax 7xap~yaxyv 

Although you consumed a large quantity of unmixed wine, you did not contribute to the cost ... nor 
again did you come invited ... as though a friend, but your belly led astray your mind and wits to 

shamelessness."1 

5 We might compare the way in which Pindar uses 
and manipulates the conventions of martial elegy in 
Isthm. 7: see D.C. Young, Pindar Isthmian 7. Myth and 
Exempla (Leiden 1971) 20 (and passim). At Ar. Ran. 
1471 there is a much broader use of this technique when 
Dionysus uses Eur. Hipp. 612 against its author. 
Similarly Plato transforms Aristophanes into a comic fig- 
ure by giving him a case of hiccups (Sym. 185c). 

6 Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 276 speaks of 'fatty degen- 
eration'. On the range and meaning of the verb, see also 
G. Thomson's lengthy note on Aesch. Ag. 276 (The 
Oresteia ofAeschylus (rev. edn, Amsterdam 1966) 2.28). 

7 In this paper I am using gluttony in the narrow sense 
of unrestrained - and fundamentally selfish - desire for 
food and drink (the most prominent adjective is 

ldtpyo;: see n.38, below). Less relevant to my argument is the fig- 
ure of the 6yoqrdyo;, who is devoted to eating expensive 
delicacies: 'the opsophagos is thus a particular type of 
glutton, a man who is not only greedy but greedy for the 
most expensive food ...' (S.D. Olson and A. Sens, 
Archestratos of Gela (Oxford 2000) 1). The preoccupa- 
tions of the 

yoq0pyo; 
were charged with social signifi- 

cance in the Classical period, and have figured promi- 
nently in recent discussions of the social history of the 
fourth century BC: see J. Davidson, 'Fish, sex and revo- 
lution in Athens', CQ 43 (1993) 53-66, and id., 
Courtesans and Fishcakes (London 1998) 3-35. Of 
course, there are occasions when the gourmet is also a 
gourmand: see Olson and Sens on Archestratusfr. 22.1-2 

8 See (e.g.) S. Said, 'Les crimes des pr~tendants, la 
maison d'Ulysse et les festins de l'Odyssee', Etudes de 
littdrature ancienne (Paris 1979) 9-49; P. Schmitt-Pantel, 

La citd au banquet. Histoire des repas publics dans les 
citds grecques (Rome 1992); W.J. Slater, 'Sympotic 
ethics in the Odyssey', in O. Murray (ed.), Sympotica 
(Oxford 1990) 213-20. 

9 See R. Garland, In the Eye of the Beholder (Ithaca, 
NY 1995) 135. It is also relevant to note in this regard 
the padded bellies of figures in vase-paintings that have 
been connected with comic performance: see (with refer- 
ence to further discussion) A. Seeberg, 'From padded 
dancers to comedy', in A. Griffiths (ed.), Stage Directions. 
Essays in Ancient Drama in Honour of E.W Handley 
(BICS Suppl. 66, London 1995) 1-12; T.J. Smith, 
'Dancing spaces and dining places: Archaic komasts at 
the Symposion', in G.R. Tsetskhladze et al., Periplous. 
Papers on Classical Art and Archaeology Presented to 
Sir John Boardmann (London 2000) 309-19. I have not 
seen D. Gourevitch and M. Grmek, 'L'ob~sit6 et ses 

representations figur~es dans l'antiquit6', Archdologie et 
mddecine (= VIIeme Rencontres internationales 
d'archdologie et d'histoire d'Antibes, Juan-les-Pins 
1987) 355-67. 

10 Pericles is named along with Lycambes as the 
object of Archilochus' invective by Arist. Or. 46 
(2.380.21 Dindorf: printed by West ad loc.) 

11 Translated by D.E. Gerber, Greek Iambic Poetry 
(Cambridge, MA 1999). The precise constitution of the 
text and number of lacunae are uncertain: see F. Bossi, 
Studi su Archiloco (2nd edn, Bari 1990) 181-3. 
Athenaeus also cites a number of comic passages on the 
uninvited guest: see J. Wilkins, The Boastful Chef The 
Discourse of Food in Ancient Greek Comedy (Oxford 
2000) 71-2; cf also Bury on P1. Sym. 174b. 
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Pericles consumes without making an appropriate contribution; his appetite (yaozilp) has led 
him astray so that he behaves in a way that is socially unacceptable (&vatiEirl). Pericles is thus 
reminiscent of Irus in the Odyssey, a beggar whose most characteristic feature is his 'greedy 
belly' (ya~oip 

C.tpyq).12 
Itus' corpulence identifies him as a glutton, and his lack of strength (... 

oi8& oi iv 'i / oi8~ J3irl ...) suggests that he does not perform physical labour.'3 It is with evi- 
dent irony that Irus competes with Odysseus, who is also disguised as a beggar, for the prize of 
a stuffed goat's paunch (yaowrilp, Od. 18.43-9).14 In his greed Irus is aligned with the suitors, the 
most salient gluttons in the poem, who, although belonging to the aristocratic class, nonetheless 
consume the material substance of Odysseus' 

otKog 
without recompense.'5 Central to hospitali- 

ty is the idea of reciprocity, and it was expected that reciprocal obligations would be honoured.16 
In this way we can see how gluttony can become a convenient image to describe a certain kind 
of political corruption. Achilles reproaches Agamemnon by calling him a 'king who devours his 
people' (68gop36po; paothieS, II. 1.231),17 and, like Pericles in Archilochus' poem, 
Agamemnon is reproached for &vcdvatS6eirl.l8 Alcaeus, in a similar way, calls Pittacus 'pot-belly' 
(6 

p~0ocv,fr. 
129.22 Voigt),19 and condemns him for devouring (S66tEt) the city in contempt 

of his oaths (23-5). Alcaeus here condemns a ruler who exploits his position for his own aggran- 
dizement without offering any return.20 These passages illustrate how easily the language of 
gluttony moves from the literal to the metaphorical. 

12 Horn. Od. 18.2-4. For Irus as a figure associated 
with blame and blame-poetry, see Nagy (n.2) 228-32; A. 
Suter, 'Paris and Dionysos: lambos in the Iliad', Arethusa 
26 (1993) 1-18; W.G. Thalmann, The Swineherd and the 
Bow. Representations of Class in the Odyssey (Ithaca and 
London 1998) 102-3; Steiner (n.2) 299; for Irus' associa- 
tions with the suitors, see D.B. Levine, 'Odyssey 18: Iros 
as a paradigm for the suitors', CJ 77 (1982) 200-4. For 

yaotzip as an abusive term, see West on Hes. Theog. 26; 
further bibliography in Arnott's introductory note to 
Alexisfr. 215 K-A. Cf also n.19 below (on ydactpov). 

13 
vetweiov 

in line 9 seems to align Irus with the lan- 
guage of blame; see Steiner (n.2) 297. 

14 Odysseus is also driven by his yaotilp, but his 
need is genuine, and in this way Irus serves as a foil to the 
returning hero. See Russo on 18.44 for the ycatTilp-motif 
in connection with Odysseus; P. Pucci, Odysseus 
Polytropos. Intertextual Readings in the Odyssey (Ithaca, 
NY 1987) 173-87. 

15 Eumaeus makes the point explicitly at 14.417, 
hiiot [i.e. the suitors] 5' l&~Irepov ~dlaxrov vilxotvov 
i6ouitv. With vinotvov, cf toivtgog 

at Pyth. 2.17 (see 
below). Thalmann (n.12) 102 writes, 'Shepherds, beg- 
gars, and other dependents or peasants must always be 
concerned with getting enough food for subsistence, as 
aristocrats do not; theirs is consumption of surplus. And 
so it is with the suitors and their perpetual eating.' See 
also R. Seaford, Reciprocity and Ritual (Oxford 1994) 
58, on the suitors' conduct as indicative of a lack of reci- 
procity. 

16 At Od. 11.185-187 Telemachus is described as 
'apportioning equal feasts, in which it is fitting that a man 
of authority partake' (Sa"tiag ifoa / Saivntat, iga 
inotroe tKCooXT1ov iivyp' &XyivEtv), but these feasts 

are complemented by reciprocal invitations (rtvtr;g y'p 
KaXkoIot). It is in this light that Telemachus can 
reproach Antinous for preferring 'to eat much more him- 

self than give to another' (ac6bg yixp qayev noio 
poheat ui 66sEv iiXp, Od. 17.404). On the meaning of 
the phrase Sa'g "11, see Seaford (n.15) 48-9. At Od. 
1.226 Athena remarks of the feasting of the suitors, oin 
'pavo; t&ie y' xroiv; on Epavog S. West observes (ad 
loc.), 'a dinner to which all contribute ..., ruled out by 
the general extravagance and lack of restraint'. For the 
importance of reciprocal obligations in early Greek dis- 
cussions of feasting, see Gerber on Pind. Ol. 1.38 
('pavog); W. Donlan, 'Reciprocities in Homer', CW 75 
(1982) 137-75, at 164. 

17 Achilles has just called Agamemnon oivop3apilG 
(225), which also suggests gluttony; from this exchange 
Duris of Samos infers a general truth (FGrHist 76 F 15): 
Av th naathv zoig SovdotoatS int0tyfa zdig 0L4Ag. 
Hesiod calls the kings 'gift-devouring' (copop6dyot) in 
the Works and Days (38-9, 263-4); on the derogatory 
force of the word, see West on 39. 

18 11. 1.149, 158. Agamemnon is also called cuvcntrl 
(159), which may connote gluttony as well as shameless- 
ness: see M. Graver, 'Dog-Helen and Homeric insult', 
CA 14 (1995) 41-61. 

19 Alcaeus seems also to have reproached Pittacus 
with the abusive epithet ydortpov (fr. 429e Voigt), a 
reproach which recurs at Ar. Ran. 200; cf also ydotpi; at 
Plato Com. fr. 219 K-A with Austin and Olson on Ar. 
Thesm. 816, and yaitp6nrl at Ar. Plut. 560. The name 
Gastrodore at Anacr. fr 48.3 Gentili = PMG 427.3 (Page 
prints the name as second declension) may also have 
been abusive. Prof. R.D. Griffith makes the interesting 
suggestion that Pittacus' voracity explains his association 
with the grain-mill in PMG 869. 

20 See W. R6sler, Dichter und Gruppe (Munich 
1980) 191-204; G. Liberman, Alcee (Paris 1999) 1.61-2. 
Thuc. 1.17.1 records a similar complaint against the 
tyrants: t6 Ap' 

hauztv 
g6vov ipoop6pe.vot kg te to 

oLat Ka' ;q tb zbv 'itov olKov ai~etv. It is striking to 
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Among the remains of early i'alp3og there are a number of fragments that seem to derive from 
passages of invective against gluttons,21 but it is difficult to see how the abuse worked within the 
larger setting of a complete poem. An important exception, however, is Semonides' long 

'(alpog 
against women (fVi. 7 West2).22 This poem gives us some idea of the way the invective of 'clp3og 
works, although the victims in this case are not specific individuals. Types of women, viewed in 
their r6les as wives, are described as created from various animals; the poet uses a variety of modes 
of invective, among which is abuse for gluttony.23 The first type, the woman created from a sow, 
does nothing to maintain the household, but sits in squalor by the dung heap and grows fat (5-6): 

&ari~ 6' ~ihouro; &~~Xijtoi; ~v e'uxiC~v 
LV KOltp{il(tV LTL 1vrU itaivetXat. 

and she herself unwashed, in clothes unwashed, sits in the dung and grows fat. (tr. Gerber) 

The use of 
ttaivetz t 

recalls ittatv6j.Evog in Pindar's description of Archilochus, and here strik- 
ingly suggests useless self-indulgence. The theme recurs in line 24: the only task that the earth- 
woman understands is eating (popyov 

6~ iobvov Oietv iaotaract).24 
The ass-woman can be 

forced to work, but her natural inclination is to eat day and night (46-7, t6<ppa 6' 
o60it ptv 

Av 

tLuXf 
/ 7 ipovt4 npoilpap, fOiEt 6' Pit' 

E~6pi).25 
It is a sign of the depravity of the weasel- 

woman that she eats unburned offerings (56, 5i0toaa 8' ipa 7oAaKt; KzrEojetl).26 Like the 
suitors in the Odyssey, the women of Semonides' poem are condemned for consuming without 
requital; they contribute nothing to the 

otxog, 
but consume its substance,27 and in the end 

Starvation (Aigog) pushes a man from his home (101). 

observe the emphasis on the satisfaction of bodily needs. 
Obesity also occurs in accounts of later rulers (in partic- 
ular as an indication of the deleterious effects of pucpli): 
see Athen. 12.549ff. (especially the passages taken from 
Nymphis, FGrHist 432 F 10, and Posidonius fr. 58 
Edelstein-Kidd2 = 126 Theiler). 

21 In addition to the passages cited above, see Archil. 

fr. 167 West2; Hippon.frr. 26, 114c, 118, 128 West2 (for 
a different view of fr. 128, see C.A. Faraone, CA 23 
(2004) 209-45). There are also numerous later passages 
from comedy: see J. Taillardat, Les images d'Aristophane 
(2nd edn, Paris 1965) 94-6; Wilkins (n.ll) 69-70; Olson 
and Sens (n.7) li; cf N. Fisher in D. Harvey and J. 
Wilkins (eds), The Rivals ofAristophanes (London 2000) 
355-96, esp. 372ff.; Steiner (n.2) 298ff. Gluttony is often 
a conspicuous feature of the Kc6~1a or 

tapdpotao; 
in com- 

edy, the edax parasitus (Ter. Haut. 38, Eun. 38; Hor. 
Epist. 2.1.173): see H.-G. Nesselrath, Lukians 
Parasitendialog (Berlin and New York 1985) 88-121; C. 
Damon, The Mask of the Parasite (Ann Arbor 1997) 25- 
9; for the figure, see J. Diggle, Theophrastus: Characters 
(Cambridge 2004) 181-2 (with reference to earlier litera- 
ture). It is also noteworthy that the name of the epony- 
mous 'hero' of the Margites seems to be derived from 

Caupyo;; cf Nagy (n.2) 259. On the significance of the 
word id6pyog, see n.40 below. 

22 On this poem, see H. Lloyd-Jones, Females of the 
Species. Semonides on Women (London 1975); E. 
Pellizer and G. Tedeschi, Semonides: Testimonia et 
Fragmenta (Rome 1990) 119-55; R.G. Osborne, 'The use 
of abuse: Semonides 7', PCPS 47 (2001) 46-64; T. 

Morgan, 'The wisdom of Semonides fr. 7', PCPS 51 
(2005) 72-85. For a general view of the poem, see also 
my discussion in D.E. Gerber (ed.), A Companion to the 
Greek Lyric Poets (Leiden 1997) 72-8. 

23 It is an assumption of this poem that women were, 
to a much greater extent than men, dominated by their 
appetites (especially for food and sex), and this is a com- 
mon ancient view. According to Plato Com.fr. 105 K-A, 
without constant punishment a woman is i3ptox6v .. 
XpfiLa Kcd6xaxxov; cf also Pomeroy on Xen. Oec. 7.6, 
and the general remarks by R. Just, Women in Athenian 
Law and Life (London 1989) 163-4. 

24 Epyov is used here with some irony: eating would 
not normally be classed among ipya, which are produc- 
tive, not indicative of consumption. For the Epya of 
women, cf. II. 9.128, 390; Od. 20.72, 22.422. 

25 For the gluttony of the ass, cf Ar. Vesp. 1306, Pl. 
Phaed. 81e6; Steiner (n.2) 298-9. The ass was also noto- 
riously randy, cf Archil.fr. 43 West2 (with 6xtp~ylpdyog 
perhaps suggesting gluttony as well); see B6mer on Ov. 
Fasti 1.391; Courtney on Juv. 9.92. 

26 Commentators illustrate this line by citing Ter. 
Eun. 491 and Catull. 59.1-3. In the celebrated epode 
against Lycambes, Archilochus told the Aesopic fable of 
the fox and the eagle (1 Perry), in which the eagle brings 
destruction on itself by stealing a smouldering offering 
from an altar (cf.frr. 179-80 West2). Also relevant is the 
abusive term iopoX6Xo;: see Wilkins (n. 11) 88-90. 

27 For the comparison with the suitors, see my 
remarks in Gerber (n.22) 77. Hesiod launches a similar 
attack on women at Theog. 594-9: they are like the drones 
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If we turn to Pindar's treatment of Archilochus in Pythian 2, we can now see that there are 
affinities between the tradition of abuse for gluttony that we have been discussing and the 
description of the Parian poet as 'growing fat'. Pindar, however, is not using ntatv6gevog 

in a 
literal sense, as commentators have seen, but recognition of the literal import of the word can 
enrich our understanding of the poet's purpose. In Pindar no metaphor is dead; he is always alive 
to the full semantic range of a word, and this contributes to the intricate verbal texture that char- 
acterizes his poetry. In this light, it is striking to observe how often the imagery of food and eat- 
ing is used of human morality, and in epinician poetry such images regularly occur in passages 
on greed and envy. At Nem. 8.21 Pindar remarks, 'words are a delicacy to the envious' (6yov 
&k X6yot p0ovgpotaw),28 and in a poem also addressed to Hieron Bacchylides opposes praise 
and envy in language strongly reminiscent of Pindar's description of Archilochus (3.67-9): 

ES 
h&YEtV TxdpE(3ZV, ij- 

lti; ht]1 (pO6vpQ ituxiVrtcO~, 

...]Xg pihxtiov v6p' &pijfiov .. 

He who does not grow fat on envy can praise the ... horse-loving warrior ... 

Indeed, envy and blame seem so important to certain individuals that they constitute 'sustenance' 
for them, as an anonymous tragic poet observes: 'There are now people who are nurtured by 
envy' (Eiaoiv tiv; vI Vv oi t6i p1oaivetv tpippet, TrGF adesp. F 532). The connection between 

appetite and moral conduct is explicitly made in a gnomic passage of Chares:29 

oandWvrlv aKatpov garl&agxOg upooieoo, 
yaoxatpo &i: 1Otp) 1Xtoav riVtiav Kpa:Eiv. 
g6vl 

yThp 
tv 1nkc1ovOEv oicK 

st Xdptv, 
dti &k toi &ovtog AvScitat nXhov. 
6ati 8; Tao~pbS al 6pa* Xv gXt ozaKat, 
01Jt0 tzX lXe~io) t)V K~aKO)v AXEl KCC1C~. 

In no way permit inappropriate expense, but try to control all the reins of your stomach. For it alone 
feels no gratitude (x6ptg) for what is done to it, but is always in need of more of what it lacks. And 
so the man who does not know how to control his stomach has the worst of suffering. 

For our discussion line 3 is important: the stomach alone has no g6pt; for how it is treated. 
Indeed the consequences of failing to control the appetite are ruin; the implications of ohK i)XEt 
yXptv are spelled out with i~Xet KcaKc~. We are thus reminded of Pindar's description of the glut- 
tonous Archilochus as being th x6)i6' Av &aXavi~a. 

in a beehive that merely consume the toil of others (599, 
&)X6tptov Kcxgatov 

opE"rpTyv i~g yaoAp' &gtiovzat). It 
is noteworthy that the suitors are accused by Eumaeus of 
devouring 'our 

dcgotov' (Od. 14.417, quoted n.15). One 
of the complaints made against the athlete by the speaker 
of Eur. fr 282 Kannicht is that gluttony (yvd6oi re 
6oi)og vrlog O0' ~loorgivog, 5) prevents him from 
increasing the inherited olKog; on the gluttony of athletes, 
cf also A. Sens on Theocr. 22.115 (Theocritus.: Dioscuri 
(Hypomnemata 114, Gdttingen 1997) 154-5). 

28 See A. Kdhnken, Die Funktion des Mythos bei 
Pindar (Berlin and New York 1971) 30-1, who compares 
the passage with Pyth. 2.55-6. 

29 Charesfr. 2 Jiikel (p. 29)= 3 Young (p. 117). For 
the tradition to which this passage belongs, see W.G. 
Arnott, Alexis. The Fragments (Cambridge 1996) 613. 
On the language of line 2, cf Hippon. fr. 118.2 West2, 
Kai ywoapbg oi KratKpa[z[teig; Men. Mon. 425 Jilkel, 

Ka6v 
YE ytozpbg Kdxlt0lpiZcxg Kpeeiv. 

The reference 
to 

iandvrj ictpog seems to allude to the willingness of 
the 6vopdyog to pay any price for delicacies: cf (e.g.) 
Archestratus fr. 16.2-3 Olson-Sens = 146.2-3 SH, zbv 
dxnpov ['boar-fish'] ... devoi ... / div ko6Xpvoog ib. 
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At the heart of this complex is the word K6pog, which literally means 'surfeit' or 'fullness' (it 
is cognate with Kopsvv4ut), but occurs early in extended senses.30 In the account of Tantalus in 
Ol. 1, also composed for Hieron of Syracuse,31 Pindar sets K6po; in a context that reminds us 
of both literal and figurative meanings (55-7b):32 

dch- 
X& ycxp Kcs~atcwrI 

gycav 64hov obKi ~8Uv6voa, c6pCp 6' iXhv 
txmv bntiponXov, iv tot natilp i5iEP 

1piwia e Kapt~pyv oauir XiOov ... 

He, however, could not digest his great good fortune, and because of his greed he won an overwhelm- 
ing punishment in the form of a massive rock which the Father suspended above him ... 

Pindar assumes a progression of moral corruption of a familiar sort (6%.o; - K6po; - &t11),33 but 
the striking use of 

taxcnoo 
with its literal meaning, 'digest thoroughly', draws attention to 

the literal meaning of K6po; (cf jot, 83).34 Tantalus' crime is accordingly one of moral glut- 
tony, born of surfeit, and that is thematically at home in a poem in which Pindar praises Hieron 
for his hospitable table (17), condemns Tantalus for his theft of the food and drink of the gods 
(60-4), distances himself from false stories about gluttonous gods (52, hgoi 8' &inopa 
yaotpigapyov XaKdpWov atv' ~EjiEv),35 and pictures the heroized Pelops reclining, as at a feast, 
amid blood-offerings at Olympia.36 In the contemporary Olympian 2 Pindar presents K6pog as 
the enemy of praise (95-6): 

&XX' xlvov nkpax ic6po; 

o0 86,t movavt6iievo;, d&X& .ppyov wn' dv6plv 

... but upon praise comes excess which does not keep to just limits, but at the instigation of greedy 
men .. 

K6po; unaccompanied by 6i{ obscures praise, which characterizes healthy reciprocal relation- 
ships among people and so is a facet of proper praise,37 but c6po; comes under the influence of 
'greedy men', and with this we recall the paradigm of the glutton who consumes without 
requital.38 

In Pythian 2 the passage on Archilochus develops the theme of dipt; that is central in the 
poem: the deeds of benefactors such as Cinyras and Hieron demand public praise, and it is the 
function of epinician poets to give such praise appropriate poetic expression. Commentators reg- 

30 See A. Michelini, 'YBPIX and plants', HSCP 82 
(1978) 35-55, at 36; J.J. Helm, 'Koros: from satisfaction to 
greed', CW 87 (1993) 5-11; for discussion and further bib- 
liography, see also C. Miilke, Solons politische Elegien 
und lamben (Munich and Leipzig 2002) 114-15, 198-9. 

31 Although the precise date of Pyth. 2 is uncertain, it 
has often been placed close to Ol. 1 (476 BC). For 
recent discussion, B. Gentili et al., Pindaro: le Pitiche 
(Verona 1995) 44-7; cf the detailed survey in Gantz (n.2) 
14-19. 

32 For the version of the myth of Tantalus assumed 
here, see R.D. Griffith, 'The mind is its own place: Pindar, 
Olympian 1.57f.', GRBS 27 (1986) 5-13. For detailed dis- 
cussion of this passage, see Steiner (n.2) 306-8. 

33 Gerber (ad loc.) compares the progression 3apo; - 

Uptg - &ti in the treatment of Ixion at Pyth. 2.26-8. 

34 Gerber (ad loc.) argues that K6po; is suggestive of 
gluttony here; see also W.J. Verdenius, Commentaries on 
Pindar 2 (Leiden 1988) 29; Steiner (n.2) 307. 

35 For yaorpi.aupyo;, cf Irus' yaor~pt pdpyr at Od. 
18.2 (quoted above) 

36 See Gerber on KXItOei (92); cf more generally 
W.J. Slater, CJ 72 (1977) 200-1, for the sympotic 
imagery of the poem. 

37 For 6i8c{ and praise in Pindar, cf. Nem. 3.29, 
eiterat & X67yp K, 8iwa i oro, iaxbv aiveiv; for the text, 
see the appendix in I.L. Pfeijffer, Three Aeginetan Odes 
of Pindar (Leiden 1999) 630-8 (though he seems curi- 
ously uninterested in the significance of 6ilcrl here). 

38 It is noteworthy that the adjective k&pyo; and its 
congeners bring together ideas of greed, lust and glut- 
tony: see Friis Johansen and Whittle on Aesch. Suppl. 
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ularly speak of the theme of gratitude in this ode; but the English word obscures an important 
feature of ydPt; in Greek, and that is the idea of reciprocity. At the heart of Xdpti is the idea of 
that positive exchange that characterizes proper relations among people.39 The exemplar of 
Cinyras is introduced to illustrate the general statement that various kings receive 'a resounding 
hymn in recompense for excellence' (&notv' Ape-r&, 14); Cinyras not only receives the public 
praise of the Cyprians (KeXaiovtt ... cp&gat, 15-16), but is beloved by the gods.40 The impli- 
cit hierarchy is paradigmatic for the poem: a human ruler and benefactor enjoys the just praises 
of his subordinates and the favour of the gods who ensure that the world works as it should. At 
line 17 Pindar makes the point in gnomic form:41 

(yEt (3 XdptS 

<piyo)v noivyjio &vti ppyov 6It opiva. 

but reverent gratitude leads them [sc. the Cyprians] in recompense for deeds of friendship. 

X&pt; leads the Cyprians, and this Xdpt; is characterized by awe 
(6itioptva) 

and comes as 
requital (noivtitog) 

for acts of <ptiXa. Pindar has set out both Hieron and Cinyras as figures who 
receive due gratitude, and in both cases their standing is supported by divine favour.42 

Requiting a benefactor appropriately is also the 'lesson' taught by the paradigm of Ixion that 
follows (24): 

zov evepyezav 
),avavat 

&iiotiPcti notxogvvot; tive0oat. 

go and repay your benefactor with deeds of gentle recompense. 

The myth of Ixion serves as a striking negative paradigm for this positive aspect of 
X6ptg. Pindar focuses on the treatment of Zeus, the most powerful benefactor, who purified Ixion of the 

murder of his father-in-law, and took him into his home on Olympus. Ixion, however, like 
Tantalus in Ol. 1, could not sustain ( ietvav,, 26; cf Kwzaanttwat, Ol. 1.56) his happiness, and 
conceived a passion for his host's wife. His iS3pt; drove him to Ni-rl (28-9) with the result that 
he tried to rape Hera. Ixion's crime is interestingly reminiscent of the crime of Paris, who violat- 
ed the ties of evia by abducting his host's wife (and NtiTluxrn noX6i, according to II. 13.626).43 
Hospitality, of course, falls into the same general category of social conduct as the banquet. These 
offences constitute a breach of the basic rules that govern human conduct, and are severely pun- 
ished by Zeus. In the case of Ixion, the rape is thwarted by Zeus, who replaces Hera with a cloud 

741 ('This word 
[lLdpyoo] 

and its derivatives, which can 
cover almost any kind of madness or fury, usually imply 
a violent appetite for something, the nature of which is 
often indicated by the context'). That one word can 
reflect this range of meaning indicates that these ideas 
were closely connected in Greek thought. For the close 
connection between gluttony and sexual desire, see 
Hippon. fr. 118 West2 with the remarks of R.M. Rosen, 
TAPA 118 (1988) 29-41, at 40; D.E. Gerber, HSCP 82 
(1978) 161-5. 

39 This general view of 
Xptg 

is argued at length by 
B.C. MacLachlan, The Age of Grace (Princeton 1993), 
who discusses Pythian 2 on pp. 119-23; see also Most 
(n.2), especially 68-76; Kurke (n.2) 67-8. 

40 For a detailed discussion of the figure of Cinyras in 
the ode, see B. Currie, Pindar and the Cult of Heroes 
(Oxford 2005) 258-95. 

41 For the text printed here (Spigel's rnoivqto; instead 
of the manuscript reading inoi tvog), and the transitive 
sense of iy&t, see Cingano's note ad loc. in Gentili et al. 
(n.33). On the meaning of 6iuioj.at, see W. Burkert, 
Mus. Helv. 38 (1981) 195-204, at 200-1 = KI. Schr 1.95- 
104, at 102-3. 

42 Hieron's victory is supported by Artemis and 
Hermes (7-10), and Cinyras is a favourite of Aphrodite 
and beloved by Apollo (16-17). Apollo's propitious 
affection (npopp6vo; (pihrlj') is reflected in cpiov ... 
&vtzi ipyov of line 17. J.T. Hamilton, Soliciting 
Darkness. 

Pindar, 
Obscurity, and the Classical Tradition 

(Cambridge, MA 2003) 66-7, notes the unusually rich 
profusion of gods invoked in Pyth. 2. 

43 For Paris as 5evanatrlg, see Nisbet-Hubbard on 
Hor. Carm. 1.15.2. Also essential to Sevia is the idea of 
reciprocity: see (e.g.) Seaford (n. 15) 7-8. 
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on whom (which?) Ixion fathers Kentauros, the progenitor of the race of Centaurs.44 Ixion is then 
bound to the wheel as an everlasting reminder of the wrong he committed.45 

In light of the importance of this myth in relation to the theme of X~ptg, it is interesting to 
note the occurrence of the word in Pindar's narrative (42-3): 

6VE) oi Xapiov t~KV y6vov irpPpfiaov 
jL6va ual g6vov ott' Av &v- 

8p6ot yepaap6pov ot' Av Oe&v 
v61ioti. 

Without the Graces, that unique mother bore a unique son, who was overbearing and respected neither 
among men nor in the ways of the gods. 

The subject of kiKev is vEqpkXa, the cloud transformed by Zeus into a likeness of Hera; oi refers 
to Ixion. The child is born 'without the Charites'. This is an arresting phrase, and its meaning 
is far from straightforward. Commentators have generally followed the scholiast, who glosses 
the phrase with tbv &Xaptv y6vov (on 78c, 2.44.22 Drachmann). Gildersleeve (ad loc.), for 
example, translates 'unblessed by the Graces'. Carey (40) refines this sort of understanding: 

This need not refer to physical ugliness. The Charites are responsible for all that is pleasant at 0.14.5 f., 
and this extends beyond physical beauty to moral-intellectual qualities. Here &veu Xapitov reinforces 
the idea of turpitude in Epppiaxov. 

This view can be accommodated to the general theme of Xd&ptg. Kirkwood (151) sees a clear 
link between the actions of the father and the nature of the son, noting 'as g6pt; follows for 
deeds well done, so the offspring of Ixion's impiety is without Xdptg'. 

On the usual sort of understanding, the phrase 6veu ... Xapitov concerns the son, both antici- 
pating teppiacov and setting him in relation to his father. Since a son inherited his father's 
(pui, this makes a certain amount of sense:46 Ixion failed in the matter of 

Xap1g, 
and, conse- 

quently, his son has nothing to do with the Charites. There are, however, problems with this 
view. Pindar does not present Kentauros as Ixion alter. The son is in a sense a victim too; mar- 
ginalized and alienated, along with his non-human mother, he stands outside human society, and 
must mate with beasts (42-8).47 Although Kentauros seems to have inherited his father's tem- 
perament (cf 

tiiEpspifa 
ov), Pindar gives us no sense that he perpetuated his father's crimes; rather 

he represents the disturbing consequences of the lust that secured eternal punishment for Ixion.48 

44 Hamilton (n.42) 67, says that Chiron, a figure 
prominent elsewhere in Pindar, was believed to be among 
the offspring of Kentauros, but in myth Chiron is set apart 
from the other Centaurs by virtue of his birth from Cronus 
and Phillyra: see Titanomachia fr. 10 Bernab6 = 9 Davies 
(= XA.R. 1.554 [pp. 47-8 Wendel] = Souidas, FGrHist 602 
F 1); Pherec.fr. 50 Fowler = FGrHist 3 F 50; Ap. Rhod. 
2.1231-41, an extensive narrative (see H. Frinkel, Noten 
zu den Argonautika des Apollonios (Munich 1968) 317- 
18). As is regularly the case, the connection with Cronus 
suggests something better than whatever is possible under 
the reign of Zeus. 

45 I have here emphasized the portion of the myth 
treated by Pindar. The scholiasts on Pyth. 2.40b (2.38-40 
Drachmann) and Ap. Rhod. 3.62 (p. 218 Wendel), 
reflecting a tradition that seems to have been derived 
from Pherecydes (fr. 51 Fowler = FGrHist 3 F 51), offer 
a fuller version of the myth, from which it is clear that 

Ixion's murder of his father-in-law Eioneus involved a 
similar failure of xdptg: he married Dia with the promise 
to give her father gifts, but instead of honouring this obli- 
gation Ixion treacherously murdered Eioneus. 

46 On the Pindaric concept of qvdu, see H. Gundert, 
Pindar und sein Dichterberuf (Frankfurt 1935) 15-19. 

47 See Bell (n.2) 12 on their isolation. It may be note- 
worthy that in 0l. 1 the crimes of the father, Tantalus, are 
not reflected in his son. 

48 On Pindar's view of qlud, inherited traits some- 
times skip a generation (cf. Nem. 6.8-11). Kentauros' off- 
spring, the centaurs, seem thus to reflect the qpud of their 
grandfather, although Pindar does not develop the point. 
Their most conspicuous r61e in myth is as rapists, with 
Eurytion attempting to rape the bride of Perithous (dis- 
rupting a feast in the process), and Nessus assailing the 
wife of Heracles: see Seaford (n.15) 54-9. 
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The Charites and the general concept of xdpt; are not commonly associated with birth,49 but 
rather with the time of life at which girls (and, less commonly, boys) reach the 6pa and are ready 
for marriage.so In this light, I would like to propose a somewhat different understanding of 
Pindar's phrase, one that is more consonant with the nature of the Charites and, at the same time, 
illuminates the father rather than the son. The phrase ivED ... Xapitcov, I suggest, indicates the 
nature of the conception: Kentauros is a child of rape, a one-sided act, not of the proper consen- 
sual union of a man and a woman.s5' Ixion thus anticipates the gluttonous Archilochus: he 
exploited a reciprocal relationship exclusively to satisfy his own desires.52 

Pindar moves from the myth of Ixion to the exemplar of Archilochus with a passage that 
reflects on the power of divinity and the categories of gods, man and animal that inform the poem 
(49-52): 

O6; &1rcav id rXi8ricyta tiqiap d~viSxat, 
063, 

i Kai xrzep6Evt' axiv dXE, iaxi Oaxaa- 
oaiov ntapaLreitat 

8&Xpiva, Kai t~tcpp6veov -tv' KC4ixfE 3po-Wv, 

kpotot 6~ K~Sog &aypaov napiS)K'. 

The god accomplishes every purpose just as he wishes, the god, who overtakes the winged eagle and 
surpasses the seagoing dolphin, and bows down many a haughty mortal, while to others he grants age- 
less glory. 

These lines have often been compared with the praise of Zeus's power at the beginning of 
Hesiod's Works and Days, but the emphasis on animals touches on themes prominent in the myth 
of Ixion.53 The 8& in line 52 

(At 
6S Xpev) indicates that it is in light of this reflection on divine 

power and in recognition of the hierarchy over which the gods preside that Pindar sets out his 
own poetic obligations. It has been generally accepted by commentators that the lines on 
Archilochus should be seen as an example of the Xpio;-motif,54 but this passage is unusual in 
expressing the poet's obligation in negative terms, setting out what Pindar must avoid (<pwyeiv), 
and so praise is here defined against its opposite, the 'frequent bite of slander' 

(dKo d&6wtvbv 
Kaacyoptotv).55 It is clear that Pindar is not rejecting K~aKayopia altogether, for the adjective 

49 There is a possible parallel at Pyth. 8.21-24: tnease 
8' oi Xapirov iK/X / & 6tKat6roXot d&pexai; / 

IKslvaotlv 
AisaKi&v / 0tyoioa v&aoo. These lines describe the 
appearance of the island in a way possibly reminiscent of 
the 'birth' of Rhodes (01. 7.62-3); nirtirto 

is used of birth 
at II. 19.110 (Hera deceiving Zeus over the birth of 
Heracles), Sg Keyv cin' ijlawrt 

t~,~E 
nica ~er& noo i 

yuwvatxKC. Although an interesting way of looking at the 
Pindaric passage, this understanding strikes me as doubt- 
ful. Commentators regularly see the familiar metaphor of 
the lot in iSneoe, and I would argue that Pindar is here say- 
ing that it is the lot of Aegina never to be far from the 
Charites and all that they represent (cf the description of 
the Hyperboreans at Pyth. 10.37-8, Moitoa 8' obc dWo- 
S&alei / tp6xrot Ti ocpe-tpotg). 

50 See my paper, 'Anactoria and the Xcapiov 
dAtapiyCtaua: Sapphofr 16.18 Voigt', QUCC n.s. 32.2 
(1989) 7-15. 

51 In discussing the passage commentators usually 
ignore the scholion on 78a (2.44 Drachmann), which sets 
the phrase in a sexual context: ivei oi 

xapitov. dnvi roi 
i',o oovo-ooaf. capipeouat y&p icupio;g Xyerat r 
ovowot~dgev The scholiast illustrates the point by citing 

Theopompus Com.fr 30 K-A, Ar. Eq. 517, and Sapphofr 
49 Voigt. For this sense of xapi(eoeat, see J. Henderson, 
The Maculate Muse (2nd edn, New York and Oxford 
1991) 160, who also discusses the sexual sense of idpti; 
cf Thgn. 1303, hioi &8 6i6ou Xdptv with Vetta ad loc. 

52 Lust and gluttony were similar sorts of appetites: 
see n.38. 

53 See Bell (n.2) on animal imagery in the poem. 
54 See generally E. Bundy, Studia Pindarica 

(Berkeley 1962; repr. 1986) 1.10-11 (73 on Pyth. 2.52-6), 
and E. Thummer, Die isthmische Gedichte (Heidelberg 
1968) 1.125-7. For the present passage, see Miller's 
influential paper (n.2); cf Lloyd-Jones (n.2) 122 = 129. 

55 It seems likely that the plural KcaKwayopt&v means 
'instances of slander', not slander as an abstract idea. For 
the force of plural abstract nouns, cf Schwyzer, Gr 
Gram. 2.43; Smyth, Greek Grammar  1000, 1001; P. 
Hummel, La syntaxe de Pindare (Louvain and Paris 
1993) 53-4 (938). Developing a point made by Graver 
(n.18) 58, Steiner (n.2) 301 sees 86dKo as implicitly 
canine, but this seems to be going too far from the text; 
Pyth. 2 is a poem with an extraordinary number of pre- 
cise references to animals - the epilogue is a virtual 
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&6tv6; is important: a focus on blame that fails to recognize the need to praise must be avoid- 
ed.56 Praise and blame, of course, are modes of behaviour that are central to the early Greek 
world view, and closely related to the familiar ethos of helping friends and harming enemies.s7 
Pindar subscribes to this view, and offers a full expression of it later in the ode (83-5): 

(pihov Cq (ptXEv. r~ozi ' kZ~pbv bit' ZBPbS k0v h,6oto 
6hxtv 6no0oiaoo~ct, 

~iXX' &Xihotr: icxt~ov b6oi;S iio~oixa;. 

Let me befriend a friend, but against an enemy, I shall, as his enemy, run him down as a wolf does, 
stalking now here, now there, on twisting paths. 

There is the crucial recognition here of the categories of friend and enemy, and those categories 
are maintained by responding appropriately. From the fragments it is clear that Archilochus 
shared this view; in fact the speaker offr. 23 West2 gives it memorable expression (14-15):58 

T6]iova6'xa p ,or vb t[o]v[ra] t~v ,P[W]hriv[, zi>] 6'~X~bv x~cxi?&v te: [KX]i KcXKo[ 

Indeed I know how to repay love with love and hatred with hate and biting abuse (?) ...(tr. Gerber) 

Later antiquity, however, seems to have focused on the striking invective of i'aCLpog, and Critias 
reproaches Archilochus for blurring the categories of friend and enemy by practising invective 
on each (88 B 44 VS, bgoiog robg <piLong K~a tobt ;X0pot; KarKog ieye). For Pindar, 
Archilochus' exclusive devotion to 

lYog 
is closely linked with hardship (t& rt6XX' 

Av 
&utax- 

avia), just as Ixion's failure in 
X6ptg 

leads to ruin.59 The precise nature ofArchilochus' tax~- 
avia is not spelled out, and this seems to be deliberate.60 After the gnomic passage on the power 
of the gods to affect human life for good or ill, Archilochus stands as a general paradigm of 
poetic failure, an implicit foil to the success of Pindar. Archilochus' hardship need not be based 
on any detail of biography or poetry: base poetry is composed by a base man, and his circum- 

menagerie - and it seems likely that the poet would have 
made an allusion to dogs explicit, if such had been his 
intentions (cf Thgn. 347-9). The vagueness of 6tKo; is 
surely deliberate, and it allows the passage to be con- 
nected with the later passage on foxes (see below). 

56 Although understood by some to mean 'strong, 
violent' (e.g. Slater, Lexicon s.v.), the basic sense of 
&6tv6q is, as Most (n.2) points out (88 with n.69), 'abun- 
dantly present' and so, in the present passage, 'incessant'. 
Most also seems correct in holding that 6d8tv6; is applied 
to 

dKog by enallage. On the meaning of the adjective, 
see further H. Erbse, Beitrige zum Verstiindnis der 
Odyssee (Berlin 1972) 189-91. 

57 See M.W. Blundell, Helping Friends and Harming 
Enemies (Cambridge 1989) 26-59. 

58 The lacuna at the end of line 15 has not been sup- 
plemented satisfactorily, although the sense is clear. In 
addition to the suggestions recorded in West's apparatus, 
it is relevant to note here Bossi's 

ao[i;g aKciv, which 
raises the possibility that Pindar's 86Kog icacayopt&v is 
an allusion to a specific passage of Archilochus: see Bossi 
(n.11) 107. 

59 In this way Ixion and Archilochus can both be seen 
as exemplars of failed reciprocity. For the latter, see 
Kurke (n.2) 100-1, who stresses Archilochus' selfishness: 
'... because he is unwilling to share with others the poet- 
ic nourishment of praise, no one else will share his sub- 
stance with him'. 

60 Many scholars, however, have attempted to define 
Archilochus' &waavia. Poverty or a lack of material 
resources have been suggested (cf Lloyd-Jones (n.2) 122 
= 130; Cingano in Gentili et al. (n.31) ad loc.). Miller 
(n.2) 140 sees poetic hardship: '... a kind of poverty of 
poetic resource, a sterility or barrenness of inventio'. 
This view has been influential: see the survey in G.F. 
Held, 'Archilochus' 'AjCaxavia: Pindar, Pythian 2.52-56 
and Isthmian 4.1-3', Eranos 101 (2003) 30-48, at 30-1 
(this paper argues against Miller in favour of a vague 
'sociopolitical' sense). It might be tempting to see 
Archilochus' &A.axcavia as the result of his diet of hatred 
(so Steiner (n.2) 305), but this may be reading too much 
into the text; Pindar merely states that ~taxavia consti- 
tutes the circumstances in which Archilochus was seen. 
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stances are consonant with his nature.61 Such men do not stand high in the favour of gods and 
men, as do good men such as Cinyras and Hieron. Pindar seems to develop this point in the epi- 
logue to Pythian 2, especially the treatment of the consequences of slander (76-7): 

Oo~LXXov K~XaKv 4l1(lcpo;t &tc4oitcv i)nto(p6ti, 
OpyaIx; tr lzve; xlhOrn~KOw iKCXhOL. 

Purveyors of slander are a deadly evil to both parties, with temperaments just like those of foxes. 

These lines seem to look back to the description ofArchilochus: the phrase &gCatXov KcatKbv seems 
to picks up &diaXavia, and the genitive plural 

txJport&v 
is reminiscent of Kcayopt&v.62 More 

important, the fox is an animal that figured prominently in Archilochus' poetry and with which 
Archilochus may have identified himself.63 Once again Pindar refuses to define 4icaXov KXaK6v, 
but it is clearly ruinous for those involved in the slander. To clarify the reference of &Cpotipot; 
Carey (ad loc.) adduces an anonymous lyric (PMG 912a), which may be proverbial: 

O1)K EZtlV aXhfltEKiSylV 
o~6' d&cpotpootot yi{yvoeoot (piov. 

It is impossible to play the fox and be a friend to both sides. 

This cunning fox attempts to blur the distinction between friend and enemy by being a friend to 
both, just as Critias accuses Archilochus of blurring the distinction by abusing friend and enemy 
alike. For Pindar the ethos of the fox is an EigaXov a6v, 

and brings no profit.64 The deceitful 
citizen has no standing among the good, and makes his own ruin by fawning on all (81-2). 
Archilochus rejects the model of the fox in favour of that of the wolf (84) by firmly distinguish- 
ing friend and enemy (83-5; quoted above). Unlike the deceitful citizen, Pindar can utter a 'word 
of power' (Tog ... Kpa~rt6uv, 81) among the good, and the present ode is clearly an instance of 
such utterance.65 

Pindar presents Archilochus as paradigmatic of blame-poetry as a failure ofXd6ptg, and he will 
avoid the Parian's fate by giving just praise to the virtues of Hieron (57ff.). That praise, how- 
ever, is placed in a setting that recognizes its opposite: praise is only meaningful when seen in 
relation to blame, and the negative paradigms of Ixion and Archilochus serve as a foil to the 
praise of Hieron. Pindar's poetry is not the product of gluttony; it is a return that offers a nec- 
essary recognition of excellence (cf Eiiotv' &pe-u&, 14). 

CHRISTOPHER G. BROWN 

University of Western Ontario 

61 Cf Arist. Poet. 1448b25: StE~xdOrl &k 
t& t& 

oiiceia ijr 
i1 

roirlot;" 
oi gAv yP aegv6tEpot txh 

oxa~,; EWio~V to lpdagEtc xaxi t&; ui^v otoko&i v, oi 6P: 
EtE~oZepot &I; t<v 

qxoi5yv, xpic~ov v6yo;vg 2otoiv- 

zeC, (onLEp ' tEpot oLVo0g 
Th l KCb ycthysta. It is likely that 

Aristotle would have included Archilochus among the 
composers of N6yo;: see H.D. Rankin, AC 46 (1977) 
165-8; S. Halliwell, Aristotle s Poetics (Chapel Hill 1986) 
270 n.27. See also M.R. Lefkowitz, The Lives of the 
Greek Poets (Baltimore 1981) 26-7. 

62 Despite the differing quantities of the second alpha 
in &Layavia and 

&itaXo;, 
it is tempting to suggest that 

Pindar is playing on the similarity of the two words, 
implicitly suggesting a false etymology. Both words can 
be applied to persons and things that are 'irresistible' (cf 
LSJ s.vv.). 

63 Cf Archil.frr. 174.2, 185.5, 201 West2. The first 
two passages derive from Archilochus' treatment of the 
Aesopic fables of the eagle and the fox (1 Perry) and the 
fox and the monkey (81 Perry). For Archilochus' identi- 
fication of himself with the fox, see P1. Resp. 2.365c and 
Dio Chrys. Or. 55.10; cf Brown (n.22) 64 with n.79. 

64 Note the emphasis on profit in the following lines 
(78ff.). It is striking that the description of Archilochus 
is followed by a reflection on wealth (56). The glutton- 
ous (and canine) Agamemnon is also described as 

KEp&aX6Xopo)V at II. 1.149 (see above). 
65 We might compare the deleterious effects of the 

KaUKopyoS X6,yog of the K6Xa5 in Diph. fr. 23.1-3 K-A 
(cf Men. Col. 85-94 Sandbach = C 190-9 Arnott). 
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